28 DAY AGED SUSSEX BEEF BURGER, THE LESS MEAT BURGER
The Roebuck, London
Frequent efforts to nudge customers of this south London
pub away from its ever-popular burger, to more planetfriendly menu items have never previously worked.
Chef Jareth Mills devised a cunning plan to keep his
meat-loving regulars happy while also reducing the pub’s
impact. Now carnivorous customers tuck into a Less-meat
burger, featuring a third less organic beef. The missing
35% is made up with a mixture of mushrooms of lentils.
The mushrooms retain the umami flavour, but each burger
has a reduced footprint, making it an excellent vehicle
for introducing more plant-based eating to a traditional
group of guests.
Selling 400 burgers a month, this One Planet Plate has
delivered a carbon saving equivalent to driving a car
halfway around the world.

THE GRASSROOTS
Purezza, London and Brighton
The vegan pizzeria saw One Planet Plate as an
opportunity to create a dish that also featured locally
sourced ingredients and further reduced its carbon
footprint.
The head chef set about making the most sustainable
and delicious pizza using the power of plants alone. The
result?
The Grassroots pizza features dough made with hemp
flour from Sussex, which adds an extra richness and bite.
It’s topped with vegan cheese made in-house and locally
sourced veg.
More than 1,000 customers have enjoyed the low impact
pizza and the profits from its launch went to a local
suicide prevention charity.

SMOKED CHEDDAR AND CAULIFLOWER LEAF, ‘LEFTOVERS’ POTATO
BREAD WITH DILL AND PICKLED CUCUMBER SEED
The Good Egg, London

One Planet Plate presented Group Head Chef Jooles
O’Sullivan with the perfect chance to devise a dish
celebrating food that would normally go to waste.
Its Smoked cheddar and cauliflower leaf ‘leftovers’
potato bread with dill and pickled cucumber seed was a
big hit with customers at a special Earth Hour dinner
and in the following weeks, encouraging them to taste
and enjoy a dish made from waste items.
At just £3, the bread was a low-cost, no waste menu
item that also inspired customers to make their own
cheese rind and cauliflower leaf creations, challenged
the kitchen team at The Good Egg to create more
specials using surplus items, and provided a platform
for shouting about the suppliers of the ingredients.
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